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a b s t r a c t
The effects of Palladium (Pd) termination on the electronic properties of armchair graphene nanoribbons
(AGNRs) were calculated by using ab initio calculations. After a geometric optimization process, the electronic band structures, density of states, and binding energies of AGNRs with Na = 5–15 were calculated.
Pd-termination was found to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the electronic properties of AGNRs. In DOS, many
Q0D and Q1D type states were observed. Binding energy (BE) for single-side or both-side Pd-terminated
structures represents characteristic drops with the increasing GNR width. With the increasing GNR
width, the BEs of these structures become similar to hydrogenated structures. Because of the GNR width,
dependent BE also gave information on the possible stiffness information, in which all of this information
can be used in studies where controlled binding to graphene is required.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The two-dimensional (2D) crystals of sp2 bonded a carbon
(C) atom, which is called graphene, shows different structural
and electronic properties when compared with other carbon
allotropes. Until 2004, graphene was believed to be thermodynamically unstable under ambient conditions. After Novoselov et al.
showed the availability of massless 2D Dirac fermions in high
quality free-standing graphene sheets [1], a signiﬁcant number of
researchers started to work on this topic experimentally and
theoretically [2–4]. The high number of studies resulted in a more
successfully controlled quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) form, which
are the so-called graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) [5].
It is widely known that the electronic, magnetic, and structural
properties of GNRs are highly dependent on the chirality and size
of the GNRs [6–8]. Armchair-edged GNRs show semiconductor
behavior, and all zigzag-edged GNRs are known to be metallic [9].
The scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measurements of
hydrogen (H)-terminated the graphite present high-density edge
states near the Fermi level [10]. This observation shows the importance of the edge states for electrical properties of GNRs. From a
chemistry point-of-view, zigzag and armchair sites in a graphene
sheet behave very differently as carbene-like and carbyne-like,
respectively [11]. Therefore, investigating edge states formed by
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H-terminated or different terminated zigzag, armchair GNRs, or
GNRs with chirality has gained in importance [12].
With the increasing number of studies, graphene synthesis on
the non-carbide substrates by epitaxial methods is becoming one
of the active subjects of study. Recently, the graphene growth
results on transition metals, such as Ru [13], Ir [14], Pt [15], Cu
[16], Ni [17], and Pd [18–20], have been reported.
The experimental attempts for the graphene growth on Pd(1 1 1)
by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) demonstrated the possibility
of graphene formation [18,19]. A current study reported a uniform,
large-area, single-layer epitaxial growth of graphene on a carbondoped Pd(1 1 1) substrate by surface segregation [20]. This approach provides for the controlled fabrication of single-layer
graphene and, therefore, an understanding of the interaction of
graphene and Pd is of great importance. Theoretical studies about
this subject are likely to be concentrated on Pd-decorated [21,22]
or Pd-cluster adsorbed [23,24] graphene structures because of
the possible H-storage capability.
In this study, the electronic properties and binding energies of
graphene nanoribbons with symmetrical armchair edges were
investigated, depending on the ribbon width and edge termination
by using the Density Functional Theory (DFT).
2. Computational method
The calculations were performed by using Atomistix Toolkit–Visual NanoLab (ATK–VNL) [25–27]. For the x- and y-axes vacuum
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conﬁnement and for the z-axis, periodic boundary conditions are
accepted. For the vacuum conﬁnement region, the interspace between two periodic slabs was kept enough to avoid the interaction.
Therefore, our structure can be accepted as single layer graphene.
All atoms were fully relaxed and maximum strains on atoms were
accepted to be less than 0.005 eV/Å. As an exchange correlation
function, the local density approximation (LDA) was used in the
form of Perdew and Zunger [28] with an energy cut-off value of
100 Ry. The main reason for choosing LDA over generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in this study can be attributed to the fact
that underestimation of interactions of graphene with atoms and
molecules in GGA [29]. Accordingly, the binding energy and the
amount of charge transfer of molecule adsorption on graphene
and nanotubes by GGA are also smaller than the prediction from
LDA [29]. In spite of giving better results for interactions, previous
theoretical studies have shown that the LDA somehow underestimates the band gap for quasi one-dimensional semiconducting
systems such as armchair GNRs [30]. Although LDA gives smaller
bandgaps, in this work, we mostly focus on the variations of binding energies of Pd-terminated systems, and these changes with respect to the nanoribbon widths are quantitatively acceptable. The
Brilliouin zone integration was used with a regular Monkhorst–
Pack k-point grid of 1  1  100 [31]. Symmetrical armchair GNR
structures with Na dimer lines are investigated in this study. These
structures are referred to as Na-AGNR. For the symmetrical AGNRs
that are calculated, Na is taken as 5–15 (odd numbered) with both
side H-terminated (H–C–H), one side Pd-terminated, and one side
H-terminated (H–C–Pd), both-side Pd-terminated (Pd–C–Pd) in
addition to bare structures. In Fig. 1, supercells of (a) bare, (b)
H–C–H, (c) H–C–Pd and (d) Pd–C–Pd 11-AGNR structures are
shown as an example.
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3. Results and discussion
Pd atoms are not naturally magnetic because of the closed shell
conﬁguration of the 4d orbital (4d10). In the calculations, the investigated AGNRs with or without Pd atoms are found to have the
same degenerate results for spin included calculations, which
means our cases are non-magnetic. With the changing Na, the
investigated structures show similar trends. Therefore, we prefer
to present the results of 11-AGNRs for simplicity.
Band structures of bare, H–C–H, H–C–Pd, and Pd–C–Pd cases are
calculated for investigated symmetrical AGNRs with Na = 5–15. The
dangling bonds of bare structures result in a decrease in the lattice
parameters and show a semiconductor behavior as shown for bare
11-AGNR in Fig. 2a [32]. In Fig. 2b, the band structure of the H–C–H
structure is shown. It shows a semiconductor behavior with a direct band gap, which is highly known phenomena [33]. The H–C–
Pd structure, which is shown in Fig. 2c, has a metallic behavior.
Pd has a ﬁlled d shell, and it binds strongly to the graphene, implying covalent bonding. In Fig. 2d, the band structure of the Pd–C–Pd
structure is shown. The band structure is mostly similar to H–C–Pd
with a degeneracy that is a conclusion of a symmetrical nature of
the terminations. In addition, the number of valence bands is observed to be increased.
In Fig. 3a–d, the density of states (DOS) of these structures is
shown in the same order. The DOS of the bare and H–C–H structures, which are shown in Fig. 3a and b, respectively, are found
to be symmetric well-known one-dimensional (1D) DOS behavior
with changing bandgaps 0.3–1.5 eV. These values can be accepted
as underestimated with the usage of LDA in our calculations. Bare
structures have both indirect and direct bandgaps, but H–C–H
structures only have direct bandgaps as is known in the literature

Fig. 1. Supercells of (a) bare, (b) H–C–H, (c) H–C–Pd (d) Pd–C–Pd 11-AGNR structures. Gray, white, and blue atoms represent C, H, and Pd, respectively. Bonds which are given
in Table 2 are also shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. Band structures of (a) bare, (b) H–C–H, (c) H–C–Pd, and (d) Pd–C–Pd 11-AGNR structures. Red line represents the Fermi level. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

[33,34]. The H–C–Pd and Pd–C–Pd structures do not have band
gaps due to the hybridization of Pd and graphene orbitals, which
produce a strong enhancement of the density of states near the
Fermi surface. In the DOS data of H–C–Pd and Pd–C–Pd, many local
quasi-one dimensional (Q1D) and quasi-zero dimensional (Q0D)
behaviors are observed as shown in Fig. 3c and d, respectively.
The presence of these Q1D and Q0D states in the investigated
structures stand for existence of mixed 2D–1D and 1D–0D behaviors, respectively [35]. For these structures, with the increasing Pd
density, a highly localized Pd 4d shell may result in lower dimensional peaks in the DOS spectra.
For the investigated structures with Na = 5–15, binding energies
(BE) are calculated and shown in Fig. 4. For the bare structure and
other conﬁgurations with different terminations, BEs are calculated as:

EB ¼

ET;Bare
 EC
n

ðfor bareÞ

ð1Þ

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

and

EB ¼ ET  ET;Bare  nEH  mEPd

ðfor other configurationsÞ

ð2Þ

respectively. Here, EB, ET, ET,Bare, EC, EH, EPd, n and m are the BE, total
energy of the investigated conﬁguration, total energy of bare AGNR,
total energy of isolated carbon, hydrogen and palladium atoms,

Fig. 3. The DOS data of (a) bare, (b) H–C–H, (c) H–C–Pd and (d) Pd–C–Pd 11-AGNR
structures. Red line represents the Fermi level. Some Q0D, Q1D and 1D peaks are
shown with arrows. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. The Binding energies per C atom for the investigated structures.

Table 1
Total energies of the bare and the other conﬁgurations.
Na

5
7
9
11
13
15

Total energy (eV) of conﬁguration
Bare

H–C–H

H–C–Pd

Pd–C–Pd

1568.57
2200.24
2831.77
3463.32
4094.89
4726.43

1639.98
2271.62
2903.17
3534.69
4166.26
4797.81

3805.68
4437.27
5068.83
5700.38
6336.39
6967.94

5975.52
6605.93
7237.33
7874.58
8505.98
9138.07

number of hydrogen atoms, and number of palladium atoms,
respectively. Isolated total energies are found to be EPd =
1097.83 eV, EC = 147.31 eV and EH = 11.97 eV. Total energies
of the bare and the other conﬁgurations are listed in Table 1.
From Fig. 4, H–C–H structures have the lowest energies, which
correspond with a stronger binding of the atoms. It is known that
the binding energy is strongest when the d shell is nearly empty or
half-ﬁlled [36]. With a ﬁlled d shell, Pd has intermediate binding
energy values with respect to other 4d and 5d transition metals

[36]. For the AGNRs with single or both side Pd termination, binding energies show a drop (actually it is an increment in magnitude
that results in stronger binding) at Na = 11 and Na = 13, respectively.
This situation results in a special case at Na = 11, where Pd–C–Pd
structures have greater binding energies than H–C–Pd structures.
With these drops, binding energy values are become similar to
H–C–H structures. Therefore, one can say that for the narrower
AGNRs, the Pd concentration exceeds a critical point where the
binding energy shows a characteristic change. It is known that
the binding energies of the GNRs are linearly dependent on Young’s
modulus and so the stiffness of these AGNRs [37].
In Table 2, calculated C–C, C–H (dH) and C–Pd (dPd) bond lengths
for all investigated structures are given with related references
[38–41,21,42,43]. For C–C bonds, both edge (dE) and center (dC)
bonds are listed in the table. For bare, H–C–H and H–C–Pd structures, center C–C bond lengths show small variations near 1.42 Å.
However, for Pd–C–Pd structures, center C–C bonds show decrease
from 1.44 Å to 1.42 Å with the increasing Na. Edge C–C bonds show
small variations for all types. C–H bonds are in a full agreement
with the literature values [39,41]. Bond lengths of C–Pd drop from
2.06 to 1.98 Å with the increasing Na. The value of C–Pd bonds
show similarities with the Pd decorated graphene studies, where
Pd decoration can be used for possible hydrogen storage [21].
The sudden difference in C–Pd bond length with the increasing
Na is also in consistency with the drops in binding energies in this
study.
Therefore, for the H–C–Pd and Pd–C–Pd structures, Na = 13 and
Na = 11 can be expected as characteristic points where the stiffness
of these AGNRs will be changed, respectively. Also, these characteristic points may result different hydrogen bonding of Pd atoms in
Pd-decorated graphene structures, which is beyond the scope of
this study.

4. Conclusion
In summary, we performed ab initio calculations in order to
study the electronic structure and binding energies of armchair
graphene nanoribbons with Pd atom termination. It was found that
Pd-termination can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the electronic properties
of AGNRs, and induce metallicity. In DOS, many Q0D and Q1D type
states are found to be induced in addition to dominant 1D states.

Table 2
Calculated lengths for C–C, C–H and C–Pd bonds for different conﬁgurations.
Width
(Na)

5
7
9
11
13

15
Refs.

a

Bond lengths of different edge conﬁgurations (in Angstroms)
C–C bond at near center (dC) and edge (dE) of the armchair ribbon

C–H bond (dH)

C–Pd bond (dPd)

Bare

Hterminated

One edge Pdterminated

Both edge Pdterminated

Hterminated

One edge Pdterminated

One edge Pdterminated

Both edge Pdterminated

1.432
1.397
1.422
1.393
1.416
1.390
1.418
1.393
1.420
[7])
1.393
1.417
1.392
1.390
1.370
1.388

1.420
1.410
1.424
1.409
1.414
1.405
1.418
1.408
1.420

1.418
1.407
1.421
1.408
1.416
1.406
1.419
1.406
1.419

1.443
1.403
1.432
1.408
1.427
1.407
1.430
1.409
1.430

1.100

1.100

2.055

2.020

1.100

1.100

2.055

2.031

1.100

1.100

2.056

2.033

1.100

1.100

2.057

1.980

1.100

1.100

1.982

1.981

1.408
1.421
1.406

1.407
1.417
1.406

1.409
1.418
1.405

1.100

1.100

1.982

1.982

(1.422

[38]
[39]
[40]

1.090 [39]
1.100 [41]

These calculations are not edge terminated C–Pd bond length values. Values are for top sited Pd on a graphene sheet.

a

2.180 [21]
2.100a [42]
2.140a [43]
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BE and C–Pd bond lengths for H–C–Pd and Pd–C–Pd structures represent characteristic drops with the increasing GNR width. These
width dependent characteristic drops of the BE and C–Pd bond
lengths for the investigated GNRs may also provide information
on a possible stiffness information due to the linear relation between BE and Young’s modulus of GNRs. These results are important ﬁgures of merit in order to experimentally investigate in any
application like hydrogen storage as to where controlled binding
to graphene is required.
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